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Welcome to webinar on 
Teams platform

Only 3 rules:
• Camera ON
• Microphone OFF when not speaking
• Be active, share your thoughts



Presentation of todays’ participants

Your first name and authority/organisation
and; what is your favourite leasure activity?

(Remember camera and microphone)

Norway – Latvia – Finland – Sweden – Denmark – Estonia – Iceland



Agenda today

09.00-09.15 Welcome and presentation of participants

09.15-10.00 Presentation of the project and aim and goal of this webinar

Presentation of findings from previous seminar and reported tripartite activities

10.00-11.00 Practical tripartite cooperation – An example and then plenary discussions

11.00-11.15 Coffee break

11.15-12.00 Practical tripartite cooperation – discussions continued and then conclusions

12.00-12.45 Lunch break

12.45-14.15 Trust – An example and then plenary discussions

14.15-14.30 Coffee break

14.30-15.00 Sum up, conclusions and end of webinar



The Nordic Baltic UDW Project funded by EU

• Pilot project in 2018
• This project 2019-2021 
• Labour inspectorates from EE, LV, FI, SE, NO, DK and IS
• Organisation of project:

• Steering group with one member from each country (Sweden project leader)
• WG (workgroup) inspections (lead by Finland and Denmark)
• WG prevention and communication (lead by Iceland)
• WG knowledge, effect and analyzes (lead by Sweden)
• WG cooperation; authorities and social partners (lead by Norway)

• Project objectives are to share good practice, establish network and 
promote activities

• Results will be published in reports and presented in relevant forums



Todays’ topics, objectives and goal

Two topics

Trust and practical cooperation

Two perspectives

Workers organisations vs employers organisations

Social partners vs labour inspectorates

Goal

The aim of this webinar is to look at the outcome of our previous seminar and discussions and further 
develop the findings and compile examples of good practice



Findings from Copenhagen seminar October 2019
• All countries have some experience with cooperation between authorities (most common

with labour inspectorates) and social partners, though some are more experienced than
others. 

• It’s a common understanding that an holistic (using different means) and coordinated
cooperation is important to fight undeclared work. 

• The Nordic countries have a longer tradition in cooperation than the Baltic countries, but
also here we see differenses between the countries due to different legislation and 
competenses.

• Social partners are important stakeholders in the fight against undeclared work. It’s 
essential to involve them because of their knowledge of the situation ”on ground” and 
because they also have channels as agents of influence among their members. 

• The seminar concluded that they share common ideas for better cooperation and the
solutions may lay in better structured cooperation with clear channels for 
communication, joint risk evaluation and common planning of both preventive and 
control activities. 



Denmark

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

 Labour inspectorate is only looking at working environment and is not allowed to bring in the unions into

the inspected workplaces

 Social partners deal with all salary issues but are not permitted do joined actions with the authorities

 Issues with information sharing because of the fact that the social partners are not authorities

 Very sector specific organisation of the social partners resulting in a high number of actors



Iceland

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

 Advisory Group has not yet been established

 The forum is working on cooperation agreement

 A solid cooperation with social partners has not been established yet

 Legislation challenges

 Information sharing challenges



Sweden

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

 Resources:  manpower and finances

 Information sharing

 Level of expertise: Continues lack of knowledge on the field

 Different priorities of the labour inspectorate and the social partners



Norway

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

 The social partners’ lack of resources

 The social partners are not organised in the same way making it hard to cooperate on an appropriate level

 The decrease in the number of organised workers especially foreign workers – some sectors, esp. the

vulnerable

 The instability in the wishes/interests of politicians/partners

 The lack of an approach to handling tips about undeclared work

 Authorities’ secrecy regulations

 Practical arrangement of contact on a local level



Estonia

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

 Need for a central database enabling all the authorities to access the information

 Communication with the other authorities. 

 Most sectors are subject to minimum wage. Only some exeptions.

 No regular formalised contact between the social partners and labour inspectorate (one meeting a 

year) – only occasional cooperation in the field

 Time and resources

 Different priorities

 Fragmentation of databases

 Complexity of regulation



Latvia

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

• The labour inspectorate undergoes a transformation from a "punishing" institution to a “communication-
dialogue institution”

• Shift of mindset/thinking of all persons involved, and society as such (willingness to communicate, 

communication & working methods). Legal counsciousness

• Gaining trust of society and changing the perception of the Labour Inspectorate

• Effectiveness: Agreements may look good on paper but what happens in reality?

• How to be effective not only “On Paper” and making the parties  willing to achieve a goal

• The universallity of the issues: Cannot be isolated to the institutional level only



Finland

Challenges cooperation between social partners and labour inspectorate

 Resources

 A tight legal frame:

o The labour inspectorate is able to give companies advice about salary but they cannot fine the companies

 Lack of knowledge on the collective agreements on the ground

 Lack of a risk analysis on order to focus the actions and use the resources better



First topic: Practical cooperation

Presentation of experiences from Norway

To discuss:

• What are your experiences?

• What are the challenges?

• How can we overcome obstacles?

Two perspectives

• Workers organisations vs employers organisations

• Social partners vs labour inspectorates



NordicBaltic UDW WG cooperation
Tripartite Webinar 3. February 2021

Practical tripartite cooperation



https://www.fafo.no/zoo-publikasjoner/eksterne-rapporter/item/getting-and-staying-together

 Past and future
Takes time

Trust



NordicBaltic UDW WG cooperation
Tripartite Webinar 3. February 2021

Tripartite cooperation Norway – Government level

What Led by Whom Purpose When

Goverment
Contact
Committee

Prime Minister Ministers
Heads og central
trade unions
Heads of
employeer org

Discussions on
the upcoming
wage
negotiations

Spring

« « « Discussions on
next years
national budg

Autumn



NordicBaltic UDW WG cooperation
Tripartite Webinar 3. February 2021

Tripartite cooperation Norway – Government level

What Led by Whom Purpose When

Council of
labour and 
pension

Minister of
labour

Ministers og labour
Heads og central
trade unions
Heads of
employeer org

Discussions on
labour and 
pensions, 
equality and 
working life

4 times a year



NordicBaltic UDW WG cooperation
Tripartite Webinar 3. February 2021

Tripartite cooperation – Branch level
Examples:
 The Norwegian ILO-committee
 Labour Inspection Authority Council
 Working group on equality in working life
 Cooperation council on skills & vocational education
 Branch programs - inclusive working conditions
 Branch programs – vulnerable branches (car, nightlife, cleaning 
& transport



NordicBaltic UDW WG cooperation
Tripartite Webinar 3. February 2021

Branch program transport
Led by: Labour Inspection Authority
Participants: Branch unions, employeer org
Task: Lift the working/employeer conditions in the actual
branch
Measures: Information campaigns, brochures, education
(working shops), legislative measures, fact finding, seminars



Transport branch

Tripartite sectorial program for road transport and 
coaches.
Established 2014 by the government
Why? The government saw that the transport industry 

had challenges that they could not solve without the 
authorities' active contribution



NordicBaltic UDW WG cooperation
Tripartite Webinar 3. February 2021

Branch program transport
Fact finding Information campaign



First topic: Practical cooperation

Presentation of experiences from Norway

To discuss:

• What are your experiences?

• What are the challenges?

• How can we overcome obstacles?

Two perspectives

• Workers organisations vs employers organisations

• Social partners vs labour inspectorates



Practical cooperation

• Forums/arenas/personal contact
• Common knowledge, share info, establish common understanding of

the problems
• Holiistic approach based on the stakeholders competences (risk 

evaluation, information, negotiations/intervenations etc)



Second topic: Trust

Presentation of experiences from Norway

To discuss:

• What are your experiences?

• What are the challenges?

• How can we overcome obstacles?

Two perspectives

• Workers organisations vs employers organisations

• Social partners vs labour inspectorates



Trust

Trust amongst each other, the social partners, trade unions and 
employeers org

Trust towards public institutions/government institutions and agencies

Trust towards legal instruments

Rule books: Collective agreements, 
legislation, standards..or tool box
Rule books: Collective agreements, 
legislation, standards..or tool box



The tool box

The Basic Agreement is an agreement between the 
Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO) including all its 
national and local associations and individual enterprises, and 
the Norwegian Confederation of Trade Unions (LO) including all 
its unions and associations (divisions).

The Basic Agreement is the first part of all collective 
agreements for workers that have been or may be concluded 
by the organisations named in the heading and/or their 
members, and which are not covered by other Basic 
Agreements.



The tool box

Collective agreements for all sectors. (Negotiations every 2. 
year)

Regulates wages – working hours paid overtime – and a lot of 
other things

Various laws and regulations related to the performance of 
work including the Working environment act

By using these tools we are able to etablish good relations in 
every company where collective agrements are established –
and we are able to solve problems not if – but when they come



On a dayly basis

When a collective agreement is established we will try to 
arrange meetings between shop stewards and company 
representatives to get them to work together for the benefit of 
both the company and the employees.

The two most important tools are The Basic agreement and the 
Working Environment Act.

But over all – TRUST and mutual respect.



We also recommend that both the company and the shop 
stewards seek assistance from the Norwegian Labor Inspection 
Authority and possibly the road authorities or other relevant 
authoroties in the actual service area.

They do an excellent job of informing how to do things right from the 
start.



An easy way to heaven ?

The first collective agreement between the unions and the 
employers organisations – 1935.

The Working environment act (Admittedly revised several 
times) was made in 1977 (the oldest version is more than a 100 
years old

The process gained momentum after World War II.
Norway has had very good conditions for developing such a 

tripartite cooperation – good economy thanks to the oil
Stable democratic government. many political parties have 

been in government



In the end

As you  have seen.
It has been a «long and winding road» 
It takes time and you will fail and have to try again.
Mutual respect and trust is built over years not days..
Common goals are - companies that make money and show 

social responsibility.
decent pay and working conditions



At last

Thank you so much for your attention 

Good luck



Second topic: Trust

Presentation of experiences from Norway

To discuss:

• What are your experiences?

• What are the challenges?

• How can we overcome obstacles?

Two perspectives

• Workers organisations vs employers organisations

• Social partners vs labour inspectorates



Trust

• Time, establishing trust takes time with continuis engagement
• Goals, respect different positions and goals, but try to establish

common understanding and goals. Respectful expression
• Trust in institutions and agreements
• The personal touch, respect and knowledge
• Early intervention when facing issues
• Bring trust in as a topics in cooperation, at leasr when someone feels

it lacks


